Drop the tiles into any 9/16” or 15/16” tee-grid.
Simply by changing their orientation in
the grid, you can create an unlimited variety
of patterns.

T-Fold

T-Fold is part of the FOLD acoustical
ceiling tile collection. The product ships
flat and magically folds into a threedimensional tile on site—channel your
inner child and think pop-up book. The
material and shape provide both effective
acoustics and pleasing aesthetics.

Product Specifications
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T-Fold

Material
9mm Polyester (PET) Felt +/- 0.5 mm

Size
23.75” (l) x 23.75” (w) x 11.79” (d)
Alternate depths: 9” or 6”
note: 6” clearance required above grid. In areas where you do not
have this clearance, the flat tile is required.

Weight
3.12 lb

Warranty
3-Year

Product Specifications

Flammability
ASTM E84 Class A Certified

Environmental
Polyester (PET) felt 60% pre-consumer recycled

Color
Choose from one of our standard colors shown below.
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Slight variations in color should be expected when using this material.
We suggest that you request a material sample to verify felt colors.

Acoustics
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T-Fold

Lead Time
Ships in four (4) weeks

Application
Commercial/Office, Education, Hospitality, Retail

Pattern
Non-Directional

Installation / Maintenance
Configure each tile according to the illustrations below. Insert the finished tiles
into the tee grid.

Product Specifications

To remove dust or air-born particulate matter, simply vacuum the tiles or use
compressed air. For deeper cleaning of stains, use a clean cloth or sponge with
a non-solvent base solution of carpet shampoo always making sure to folllow
the manufacturer’s instructions. Starting from the outside of the stain work in
a circular motion towards the center which should avoid spreading the stain.
Afterwards, use a clean sponge or cloth with clean warm water to remove excess
moisture. Allow to dry, then brush the area gently with a soft brush if needed.
The treatments listed above are intended as general guidance only. FACT design
takes no responsibility for any damage that may occur from the execution of the
treatment listed above.

Custom Print
We can custom-print your tiles with any pattern, image, or color that you can
imagine. Tie in your brand, rep your school, or just create something amazing.
Get in touch for a quote to custom-print your project.
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